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In response to a question asked during the March Sizewell Stakeholder Group Meeting, the following
summary information is presented regarding seawater monitoring undertaken by the Environment Agency
off the Sizewell Coast. The data presented has been extracted from our Public Register using 1st January
2000 as a starting point. Data points were identified within the tidal excursion zone between Southwold
and Orfordness. Some water quality sample points are inland, sampling estuarine or river water.
Sampling is driven by a range of factors the most dominant being legislative drivers (Bathing Water
Directive compliance for example), as well as other non-routine sampling such driven by specific studies
and pollution incidents. Routine sampling and monitoring for determining compliance with regulations
takes place all year round on an approximately monthly basis. Samples are analysed for range of
substances determined by why the sample was taken but can include heavy metals, pH, salinity, nitrogen,
pesticides, temperature and chlorophyll.
We also sample seawater taken from Sizewell for radioactivity and conduct radiation monitoring surveys
around the local area (including beaches) twice per year. Our results, along with results from the Food
Standards Agency’s monitoring programme, are reported annually in the Radiation in Food and the
Environment Report (RIFE report), which is available on our website. We also require the operators of the
Sizewell nuclear power stations (Magnox and EdF) to conduct programme of environmental sampling
throughout the year which includes beach monitoring and samples of marine life.
The table below summaries the sampling locations and the following maps indicate where samples have
been taken from:
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Map 1 – Orford to Thorpness

Map 2 – Thorpness to Walberswick
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Map 3 – Walberswick to Kessingland

Map 4 – Kessingland to Lowestoft
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